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New Titles for Children and Young People
Allen, Alex B. The Tennis Menace; illus. by Timothy Jones. Whitman, 1975. 75-12676. 64p.
$3.50.
Most of his friends are playing baseball, most of the tennis courts are occupied by
Ad older children, and Andy can't find a partner or a court to practice his tennis game for
3-5 the tournament. Sheila, next door, likes to play, but Andy finds her complaints and
bad manners irritating. A new subscriber on his paper route provides Andy with a
court and a partner (his visiting grandchild, Tracy) who is pleasant and capable.
Andy and Tracy help each other improve; the story ends with the two paired in the
tournament and Andy winning. The plot isn't strong and the characterization is
minimal, but the writing style is adequate, the message about sportsman- or woman-
ship clear, and the book should be welcomed by all players who've bemoaned the
lack of tennis stories-although the text includes explanations of scoring for the
nonplayer.
Allen, Sybil. Lissamor's Child: by Sybil Allen and Roma Tomelty. Nelson, 1975. 74-31432.
127p. $5.95.
Kate Langford, whose family has just come back to the ancestral home, Lissamor,
M is the only one who fears the strange noises, the odd sights of the place. The others
6-8 are aware that some sort of blight seems to lie on the property, but Kate, single-
handed and single-minded, ferrets out the complicated history of a series of ghostly
females who seem to be haunting her and finally does justice to the wrongfully-
maligned ancestress who rests, at last, revealed as a benefactress. Any suggestion of
the occult has appeal for many readers, but this story is weakened by minimal
characterization (a few of the males have vitality, the women and Kate are subfusc)
and by the inclusion of stressed irrelevancies: for example, much is made of an
officious character called Bishop, and of another oddity called Breadcart Man, but
they do not affect the story line and serve only as distractions.
Benchley, Nathaniel. Beyond the Mists. Harper, 1975. 75-9389. 152p. Trade ed. $5.50; Li-
brary ed. $5.11.
Imaginative, exciting, convincing in evocation of a period, historically supportive,
R this is an adventure story told by an eleventh-century Norseman who goes a-Viking
6-9 to the New World. Gunnar Egilsen begins with a reader-catching, "I hear they've
finally conquered England," and reminisces about his first raid at the age of seven-
teen, other voyages, and then his participation in the explorations of Leif Eriksson.
Woven through the tale are Gunnar's love story, the creeds and superstitions of the
time, and several strong characterizations of companions of the voyages. Period
details and historical background are smoothly integrated in a robust tale.
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Beskow, Elsa (Maartman). Peter's Adventures in Blueberry Land; written and illus. by Elsa
Beskow; adapted from the Swedish by Sheila La Farge. Delacorte, 1975. 74-22633.
32p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.47 net.
A new edition of a book that has been a favorite with several generations of
Ad Swedish children has as its primary appeal the pictures of a miniature world, for in
4-6 this fantasy Peter, who has gone out to pick blueberries and lingonberries for his
yrs. mother's birthday, is magically made as small as the Little People of the forest. First
Father Blueberry turns Peter into his size, and his berry baskets are carried by
squirrels to a place where the king's seven blueberry sons fill one basket. Then they
sail (with a maple leaf for a mast) to Mother Lingon's, where her daughters fill the
other basket. Peter, returned to normal size, rubs his eyes-but there are the bas-
kets! The text, which is partially in rhyme, is rather static; the story has only a
modicum of action, and the pictures have an old-fashioned pastel quaintness that is a
bit tepid.
Blaine, Marge. The Terrible Thing That Happened at Our House; illus. by John C. Wallner.
Parents' Magazine, 1975. 74-12288. 29p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.59 net.
Pastel pop pictures illustrate the plight of two unhappy children whose lives are
M blighted when mother goes to work. Finally, exasperated by the lack of parental
K-2 attention, the horrors of eating lunch at school, the inferior menus at home, et cetera,
the older child (who tells the story) screams with frustration. A new, improved
modus vivendi is worked out with the help of a neighbor, the addition of a babysitter,
and some chores for the children. All of this reads like a junior edition of a "Dear
Abby" column, and the compromise ending doesn't quite erase the implication that
things are better when a mother stays home, that mother's going to work means
neglected children. The weakness of the story lies in the fact that it takes a temper
tantrum to elicit parental response. Too bad. Handled with light humor instead of
exaggeration, the book would have gained strength.
Boardman, Fon Wyman. Around the World in 1776. Walck, 1975. 74-19710. 99p. $6.95.
Boardman begins by describing the deliberations of delegates to the Second Conti-
Ad nental Congress and the events that led to their compilation of the Declaration of
7-9 Independence. Succeeding chapters cover events and personalities in other countries
or continents, and what was happening in 1776, again with background material for
understanding major trends or conflicts in political life. Such a horizontal look at
world history is valuable, but the book is weakened by the heavy, lifeless writing
style and by the author's tendency to move abruptly from one subject to another; in
the chapter on "Europe/Four Enlightened Despots," for example, there are several
paragraphs about Frederick the Great and members of his regime, some of whom
participated in the American Revolution and these are followed by paragraphs that
treat briefly other figures like Kant, Goethe, other authors and musicians, two scien-
tists, one doctor, etc. A reading list of adult source books and an index are appended.
The print of the text is small and close-packed, the print of the index even smaller.
Bolian, Polly. Symbols; The Language of Communication; written and illus. by Polly Bolian.
Watts, 1975. 74-22464. 60p. $3.90.
The author discusses the usefulness of signs and symbols, their origins and mean-
M ing, their importance in communication, and their potential for solving-in part
4-6 -problems of language barriers. Other aspects touched on are the use of color in
symbols, symbols in special areas such as religion, astrology, witchcraft, et cetera,
and symbols used in highway safety. Unfortunately, the illustrations have neither
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labels nor captions and are occasionally susceptible to confusion; another weakness
is that there is incidence of error in the writing: "hieroglyphics," for example,
instead of "hieroglyphs," or slangy language that seems out of place in a book on
communications, such as "... find out if your symbol is for real or not." An index is
appended.
Bourne, Miriam Anne. Nabby Adams' Diary; illus. by Stephen Gammell. Coward, 1975.
74-83017. 128p. $5.95.
Written in diary form, this fictional account of the affairs of John Adams' family
M through the years of the Revolutionary War concludes with one entry from his
5-7 daughter Nabby's real diary. While there is good historical background and the book
gives a very detailed picture of how the wartime conditions affected daily life, the
diary form becomes burdensome and it is not quite convincing, in the earlier part of
the book, as the writing of a child of nine. A bibliography is appended.
Calhoun, Mary Huiskamp. Ownseljf Harper, 1975. 74-21531. 149p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library
ed. $6.11 net.
Ever since her father had become a "shouting Methodist" convert, he'd scoffed at
Ad the folk and fairy lore he'd once loved and shared with Laurabelle. When she had
4-6 truly summoned a fairy, a laughing girl who had told her "Never be afraid. Take
joy," Laurabelle defied her ster father and even admitted that the fairy had entered
into her. So Dad sent for the Preacher to exorcise the spirit. The story ends with
Laurabelle aware that her father will not change but equally convinced that she must
be her own self. The setting is a small Missouri town at the turn of the century, the
flavor of period and locale giving color to a story that has convincing characters but a
slow-moving plot; the blend of realism and fantasy is smooth, but seems not quite in
balance, since there is so little of the latter.
Caras, Roger. A Zoo in Your Room; illus. by Pamela Johnson. Harcourt, 1975. 74-24322. 96p.
$5.95.
Sensible advice on housing, feeding, and caring for pets is tempered by cautionary
R reminders about safety for the child, respect for pets, and not keeping creatures that
5-8 are endangered species. The book is organized in a useful fashion: for birds, for
example, Caras describes appropriate captive-bred species to buy, enclosures, food,
and "tips," suggestions for keeping birds safe and content. The final chapters discuss
different kinds of terrariums. There is an occasional florid note (". . . nature had
already made her decision.") but the writing is, on the whole, brisk and direct. A
bibliography and an index are appended.
Carlson, Natalie Savage. Marie Louise's Heyday; illus. by Jose Aruego and Ariane Dewey.
Scribner, 1975. 75-8345. 30p. $6.95.
Marie Louise is a mongoose and the children she takes care of are possums, but
R they might as well be human beings, because the fun of the story is in the childlike
3-5 behavior that should bring giggles of recognition from small listeners. Having de-
yrs. dared it is her heyday and pondered the delicious possibilities of where and how to
eat her favorite food (banana) Marie Louise is not delighted when called on to babysit
five possum children whose mother has been called away on an emergency. The
playful five exhaust Marie Louise, they won't eat the lunch their mother has left,
they eat poisonous berries and require medication. Too tired to eat, the babysitter
goes home and to bed; next day, she is surprised by a visit from her charges complete
with compliments and a bouquet. Relishing her banana and gazing at her flowers,
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Marie Louise decides that this is her heyday. The light, wry approach adds piquancy
to the tale, the dialogue is sprightly, and the illustrations-economical line, small
pictures nicely placed and spaced, comic expressions on the animals' faces-fit the
page as deftly as they echo the mood of the story.
Clymer, Theodore, ed. Four Corners of the Sky; Poems, Chants, and Oratory: Illus. by Marc
Brown. Little, 1975. 75-8893. 48p. $6.95.
A collection of short poems, chants, quotations from speeches, and songs from
Ad many native American cultures is handsomely illustrated with drawings that use
5- various techniques but include many tribal motifs. The pages occasionally over-
whelm the print with use of design and color. The textual excerpts are brief, and
-while there is grouping of material-there is no organization, or none easily dis-
cernible; there is no table of contents or index; a bibliography is provided. Each
selection has tribal identification, and the poems and chants are often beautiful and
always interesting. A minor flaw: some selections are followed by explanations
which are in the same type face but with size and leading reduced, and some readers
may assume such comments to be part of the text.
Clyne, Patricia Edwards. Tunnels of Terror; illus. by Frank Aloise. Dodd, 1975. 74-25515.
157p. $4.50.
Of the five children who set out, secretly, to explore a cave, the oldest are in junior
M high and the youngest is ten. Their dilemma is predictable: they are trapped in the
5-7 underground passages by a rising water level. Their ladder breaks, they lose their
flashlights at various points, one boy is quite badly hurt. By persistence they find an
escape route through a cavern that is not on the map. There has been some hostility
between two of the boys, largely due to rivalry about Alana, one of the five, but by
the end each admires the other's courage so much they are friends. Alana also
discovers that the parents she had thought were rejecting her (as she has confided)
love her dearly. There is some suspense in the story, but the characterization is flat,
the writing style occasionally awkward, and the ending banal.
Cobb, Vicki. Supersuits; illus. by Peter Lippman. Lippincott, 1975. 74-19083. 95p. Trade ed.
$5.95; Paper ed. $2.95.
Direct and unaffected prose, authoritative information, and good organization of
R material make this book useful as well as interesting. Cobb prepares the reader for a
4-6 detailed cutaway drawing of suits used for five purposes in five sections: "Going
Where It's Cold," "Going Where There's a Fire," "Going Under the Sea," "Going
Where the Air is Thin," and "Going to Near and Outer Space." In each case, she
discusses the activities that the wearers of the suits engage in, the purposes of those
activities, the hazards of the work, and the protective devices needed. There's also
some background information; in the section on living in extreme cold, for example,
the text describes the climate of Antarctica, the special thermometers that measure
outdoor temperature there, the seasons and the topography, the work scientists do
there, and the dangers of extreme cold to the human body. An index is appended.
Conklin, Paul. Choctaw Boy; illus. with photographs by the author. Dodd, 1975. 74-28027.
64p. $4.50.
Photographs of eleven-year-old Clifton Henry, his family, and the Choctaw com-
Ad munity in which he lives illustrate a text that describes Clifton's life, the problems of
4-6 the Choctaws in contemporary Mississippi, and the history of the Choctaw tribe.
The weakness of the book is that the continuous text moves back and forth between
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past and present; the strength is that it gives an objective picture of a proud, dignified
people who have borne with grace the isolation of discrimination. While Conklin
makes clear the dilemma of the native American who must adjust to two cultures, he
does not make vivid the personality of the boy who is the central figure of the book,
as Carol Bales does in Kevin Cloud, Chippewa Boy in the City.
De Bruyn, Monica. Six Special Places; story and pictures by Monica De Bruyn. Whitman,
1975. 75-6575. 32p. $3.95.
Three children who want a special place to play are repeatedly thwarted: their
R basement tent space is commandeered by father for his new workbench, their leaf-
2-3 shelter is broken into, their wall-to-wall blanket and chair arrangement is vetoed by
mother. Finally they think of building a tree house (very special, a porch atop a
cabin) and, the story ends, "The next day, Peter fell out of the tree." The children
have dot-and-line faces, cartoon-style, but the illustrations are attractive despite that,
with good composition, variety, a strong color sense. The writing style is adequate,
and the book carries-without didacticism-the messages of sibling unity and imag-
inative play.
Dowden, Anne Ophelia Todd. The Blossom on the Bough; A Book of Trees; illus. by the
author. T. Y. Crowell, 1975. 74-6192. 71p. $7.50.
Surely Ms. Dowden has no peer in botanical drawing; her pictures have the beauty
R and precision of Audubon's bird paintings, and the color reproduction is marvelously
6- faithful in hues and shadings. While less formal in style than a textbook, this can
* serve as a beginning text in botany since it gives much general information about the
structure and classification of plants, pollination and reproduction, and facts about
the usefulness of all plant life in ecology, in giving people oxygen, food, and lumber,
in preventing soil erosion, and in sheer aesthetic pleasure. The pictures can be used
for identifying species, and several chapters are devoted to forest regions in the
United States. A list, divided by forest regions, of common trees, and an index that
gives scientific and common names are appended.
Dragonwagon, Cresent. When Light Turns Into Night; illus. by Robert Andrew Parker.
Harper, 1975. 74-2634. 28p. $4.95.
A twilight paean is illustrated in subdued colors, the economy of line and subtlety
R of composition evoking a sense of space and isolation in the rural scenes. The text is
K-2 a child's long soliloquy that begins, "There's that time of day again / when light turns
into night / and I have to go away / away away away / My mother wipes her hands
upon her skirt and says / be back in time for dinner. . ." The child goes off through
the fields and lies in a meadow, looking up at the darkening sky; she feels a kinship
with the windblown grass and thinks large thoughts of faraway people and her own
identity. Her mother calls and the child goes home to the warmth and love of a
communal dinner, to enjoy the differences of people and the closeness they all share.
This is too quiet and perhaps too introspective for some children or for some
times-but it's a poignant and evocative reflection of a thoughtful mood that is just
right for that time when a child is subdued and wondering.
Dugan, William. All About Houses; written and illus. by William Dugan. Western, 1975.
74-25137. 72p.
The first section of this competent survey of domestic architecture begins with the
Ad primitive dwellings of early times (some of which are duplicated today) and stresses
4-6 the fact that types of homes have evolved in response to people's needs (nomads
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want homes that can be moved easily) and to the materials available for building. The
emphasis is on houses in the western world; a portion of the text is devoted to
discussion of interior design and furnishings. Not comprehensive, but a good intro-
duction. The second part of the book, which is an oversize flat, is entitled "How
Your House Works" and describes the way radiators and other heating devices,
electricity, and water systems function. A list of suggested additional readings is
appended, but there is no table of contents or index, the print is close and rather
small, and the two columns of print on each page are jarringly broken by illustrations.
Flexer, George. Snorkel; illus. by James Victorine. Prentice-Hall, 1975. 74-3265. 29p. $4.95.
Christine's brother calls her "Snorkel" to tease her; she's a junior lifeguard and
M keeps watch over the shallow children's pool at her parents' motel. Her brother
3-5 promises to stop calling her "Snorkel" if Christine can beat him in a race, but she
can't swim as fast as he. He does call her by her real name after she helps their friend
Larry, who's in danger of drowning due to brother Jack's carelessness. The stress is
on water safety and the story seems contrivedly constructed toward that message.
There's almost no characterization, the plot is slight; the message is worthy but the
vehicle is not effective. The print is large and heavy but so closely spaced that it is
oppressive; the illustrations give a similar crowded effect.
Friskey, Margaret (Richards). Welcome to Austria; illus. by Lois Axeman. Childrens Press,
1975. 74-28158. 48p. $4.95.
Prefaced by a simplified doublespread map of the country (with Salzburg mis-
M spelled) this introduction to Austria is a continuous text with excellent color photo-
3-4 graphs facing each page of text and drawings of two children on the text pages. The
text begins with a description of some of the major sights in Vienna, and continues to
discuss other cities and towns, giving incidental information that is relevant, such as
the fact that-while describing a castle built above an extinct volcano-Austria has
many hot springs. The major weakness of the book which has a rambling arrange-
ment of material, is the writing style, terse in moving from one subject to another,
occasionally awkward in this shifting, often sounding like a travel brochure. "Thrill
to the sight of the Alps." "Saalbach is lovely in the summertime. But as soon as
snow falls the gentle slopes are full of children." "Marie Antoinette played in these
gardens with her royal mother. She grew up to be the Queen of France, and lose her
head." There is no amplification of the last comment. A list of suggestions for
"Things to do in and around Vienna" and a list of words and phrases in English and
German are appended.
Gackenbach, Dick. Do You Love Me? story and pictures by Dick Gackenbach. Seabury,
1975. 74-34104. 45p. $5.95.
There's a spacious look to the pages of this book, with ample white space, clean-
R lined drawings with little shading, and clear tones of brown or grey. In sum, a
K-2 poster-like simplicity that fits the modesty of the story. A small child who lives on a
* farm, Walter has one sister much older than he. He has nobody to play with, so he
takes tender care of some insects in a jar and a turtle. When he accidentally kills a
hummingbird, Walter runs to his sister for help, but it's too late. His sister explains
that one cannot hold everything one loves but must show respect even for animals'
wishes. Sadly, bravely, Walter releases his bugs and his turtle; with joy and respect
he tentatively holds the puppy his sister brings him. It likes to be held! At last,
something loves him, something can be cuddled, something plays with him. There's
nothing didactic in the way the lesson about respect for all creatures is presented, the
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ending is satisfying, the writing style is direct, and the depiction of the affection
between the small boy and his older sister is tender without being sentimental.
Gans, Roma. Oil: The Buried Treasure; illus. by Giulio Maestro. T. Y. Crowell, 1975.
74-7353. 33p. $4.50.
Very simple, very much to the point, and geared to the scope of children's under-
R standing, this is a good introduction to the subject; while it does not go into the
2-3 ramifications of supply and cost, it can be used as background for understanding a
topic most young children hear about on television news programs repeatedly. Gans
explains how oil deposits were made in prehistoric times, how oil is sought and
drilled for, and how it is used in many manufactured products (clothing, food, cos-
metics, paint, etc.) The illustrations are attractive, some merely decorative, others
extending the text.
Harris, Christie. Sky Man on the Totem Pole? illus. by Douglas Tait. Atheneum, 1975.
74-19496. 167p. $7.95.
Although this has passages of cadenced prose and incidents that have the drama
Ad and directness of the folk tradition, it is too complex in pattern to be a cohesive
6-8 narrative. This is not because Harris uses a shuttle pattern in describing two civiliza-
tions and their overlapping down the centuries, but because there is an overlay of
brooding, boding, prognostication and fear of the future in both groups. One is a tribe
of Indians of the Northwest coast and the other a highly advanced extraterrestrial
civilization who are secretly observing Earth and its inhabitants. One Tluan inves-
tigator brings an Indian wife home and their descendants come back to earth to live
with their maternal ancestors and start a new line of the Fireweed clan. There are
legends, now, of the Skyman who took one of their women, and of her restless ghost.
The Tluans, meanwhile, know that their planet is dying and they wonder if the
videotapes they have do indeed prove that the men of Earth are right in their belief in
spirits and in the mystic bond between people and the plants and animals around
them. In the end, an Indian boy of today reads (in Harper's) about the phenomenal
gardens of the "spirit gardeners" of Scotland. In sum, a blurred composite of sci-
ence, science fiction, folklore, and mysticism.
Hinton, S. E. Rumble Fish. Delacorte, 1975. 75-8004. 122p. $6.95.
Rusty-James doesn't remember the mother who left them so long ago; he lives with
Ad a father who has become an alcoholic and an older brother, the Motorcycle Boy, who
6-9 is his idol. Rusty-James is in junior high school, not very bright, already drinking,
frequently fighting, and occasionally getting severely injured. The day of the gang
wars is past, but the Motorcycle Boy points out the Japanese fighting fish in a pet
store, rumble fish, whose way of life is that of Rusty-James: "They try to kill each
other. If you leaned a mirror against the bowl they'd kill themselves fighting their
own reflection." The Motorcycle Boy is a natural leader, an intelligent adolescent
who has gravitated toward loneliness; Rusty-James wants to be like him, but hasn't
the capacity, and when his hero-brother is killed (shot while freeing the animals in the
pet store) Rusty-James is like the little rumble fish "flipping and dying . . still too far
from the river," an isolated creature in his individual glass bowl. While this is as
convincing a picture of brother love as is The Outsiders, it is a less balanced book.
Believable, written convincingly in first person, the story line is less a plot than a
picture of personality disintegration. Memorable, but with no relief from depression,
no note of hope, no variation on the theme.
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Hogrogian, Nonny. Handmade Secret Hiding Places; story and pictures by Nonny Ho-
grogian. Overlook Press/Viking, 1975. 75-4379. 44p. $4.95.
A good companion volume to the DeBruyn title reviewed above, this is a compila-
R tion of instructions for making scecret hiding places out of simple supplies: a dugout
3-5 in the sand, chairs covered by a blanket, a lean-to of posts and leafy branches, a mud
house shaped over chicken wire. Black and white drawings in Hogrogian's distinc-
tive style face each page of text. The instructions are clear, the projects simple, the
subject one that most children find entrancing.
Hoke, Helen L. Owls; by Helen Hoke and Valerie Pitt; illus. by Robert Jefferson. Watts,
1975. 74-23981. 63p. $3.90.
First published in Great Britain, illustrated with meticulously detailed drawings of
R owl species and of anatomical details, this is more comprehensive than the Garelick
4-6 About Owls (reviewed in the November, 1975, issue) and is organized by brief topics.
There is no staccato effect, however, each topic leading naturally to the next, and the
writing style is both lively and smooth. The text gives good coverage to the physiolog-
ical features that make owls such successful predators, to their hunting habits and
their prey, to their patterns of courtship, mating, nesting, and breeding. The last sec-
tion of the book describes various kinds of owls, giving distinctive habits and habitats.
A brief bibliography and an index are appended.
Hutchins, Pat. The House That Sailed Away; illus. by Laurence Hutchins. Greenwillow,
1975. 75-18866. 150p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.11 net.
Since Grandma has just come from Yorkshire to London to visit, she shares their
Ad adventure when a torrential rainstorm sweeps the house, Morgan, his parents, baby,
3-5 cat, and all out to sea. Eventually they are beached on a Pacific island (Pacific? Yes.
It's that kind of story.) where they encounter cannibals, some friends of Grandma's,
a gang of pirates, and the lost Crown Jewels of England. Naturally, Morgan and his
family rescue the jewels and catch the pirates with the last-minute help of the crew of
Queen Elizabeth II: the captain and Grandma fall in love instantly and the whole
entourage is welcomed back as heroes and heroines. Well. This is agreeable non-
sense except for the fact that there's a bit of repetitious poking fun at Grandma's
predilection for wine and haircurlers and for Mother's absentmindedness, a bit of
heavy caricature of cannibals and pirates. The illustrations are on the humorous-
grotesque side, the story full of action but without that touch of moderation that acts
as a realistic matrix for the best fantasy.
Iwasaki, Chihiro. What's Fun Without a Friend? McGraw-Hill, 1975. 74-26656. 2 5p. illus.
Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.72 net.
A child who has been taken to visit her grandmother at the seashore misses her
Ad puppy and writes to him (he's at a neighbor's) saying "Please ask our Daddy to bring
3-5 you here." The next day the puppy appears, and the child, who had not been
yrs. enjoying herself, has a wonderful time. The illustrations are admirable: soft, bright
watercolors are used with restraint: there are no edges or outlines, the composition is
spare, the scale large. The story is slight, and there seems inadequate explanation of
the reversal of parental decision, since the story begins with the child explaining to
her dog that "Mommie says you can't come with us."
Jatakas. Jataka Tales; ed. by Nancy DeRoin; illus. by Ellen Lanyon. Houghton, 1975.
74-20981. 82p. $5.95.
Although these do not have quite the cadence of the two collections of Jataka tales
retold by Ellen Babbitt, they are a welcome addition to any storyteller's list of
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sources, since there are new animal stories included. The illustrations, brown on
R cream, are often too busy with detail although they are nicely integrated (visually)
3-5 with the text on the page. The stories, each of which concludes with a rhyming
moral, form a body of practical advice on interpersonal relationships, but they are
also lively and humorous tales, brief and pithy, that have been popular for over 2,000
years and were first translated into English in the nineteenth century.
Keene, Carolyn. The Secret of the Forgotten City. Grosset, 1975. 74-10461. 180p. illus. $1.95.
Nancy Drew goes on. And on. And on. Ever-omniscient, ever-young, the
NR "world's most famous girl detective" copes with everything that comes her way.
5-6 Nobody else can understand a local Mexican dialect? Nancy can, and helps a group
of men who've lost their way. A substitute is needed for a valuable artifact? Nancy
knows just how to carve petroglyphs and age them. Nancy and her friends, who
blush, grin, chuckle, and laugh merrily on almost every page, become involved in a
complicated treasure search and the interference of "Fleetfoot Joe" and his minions.
The writing style is pedestrian and gushy, the characters flat, and the plot intricate
and coincidence-laden, but the book will probably attract readers who enjoy a
plethora of action and the prowess of the girl detective. With a few plugs for other
books thrown in here and there, the story grinds on to an expectable conclusion:
Nancy finds the long-lost tablets for which the group has been hunting.
Kerr, Judith. The Other Way Round. Coward, 1975. 75-4254. 256p. $7.95.
In a sequel to the autobiographically-based When Hitler Stole Pink Rabbit, Kerr
R describes Anna's late adolescence: her first job, her difficulty in accepting her own
7-9 status as a German refugee in London, her adjustment to bombing, her first love, and
her training as an art student. Wartime London and parents who are struggling
emotionally and financially are a background to Anna's maturation. The setting is
vividly drawn, the characters well-rounded, and the plot moves briskly although
there is no defined story line. A good read.
Knigge, Robert. Silver Spurs; illus. by Sally King Brewer. Knollwood Publishing Co., 1975.
75-10111. 33p. $5.95.
The theme of a delivery problem for Santa Claus is a familiar one in Christmas
NR stories. Here the difficulty is that chimneys have grown smaller or disappeared, so
4-5 that Santa can't get down them. Silver Spurs, an elf so tiny he can slip through a
yrs. keyhole, proposes that he slip through keyholes and open doors. Santa is delighted,
and ". . . if you live in a house without a large chimney, or with no chimney at all,
and have wondered now Santa got in to your living room ... if you see what you
might think is a falling star, just wave your hand and shout a cheery, Hi there, Silver
Spurs! Merry Christmas!" The illustrations are ornate and sentimental, the story is
saccharine and coy.
Kuskin, Karla. Near the Wintdow Tree; poems and notes by Karla Kuskin. Harper, 1975.
74-20394. 63p. illus. Trade ed. $5.50; Library ed. $5.79 net.
After an introduction addressed to adults, the author prefaces each poem with a
R note, addressed to children, that gives some background for the poem; this is a
3-4 response to the questions children have asked about where a poet gets the ideas for
poems. The poems are light, lilting, and child-oriented; they speak of cows and cats
and toys and children, and they can be used for reading aloud to preschool children
as well as by the independent reader.
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Leydenfrost, Robert. Ten Little Elephants; A First Counting Book. Doubleday, 1975.
74-19313. 40p. illus. $4.95.
Simple compositions with chunky white elephants have action and humor of the
Ad disaster variety, but little grace. The text, a variant of "Ten Little Indians," de-
3-5 scribes a series of mishaps (including one that may confuse children, falling asleep in
yrs. the sun and thereby apparently disappearing), the countdown ending with the last
elephant drawing nine others (which introduces a different kind of fantasy) so that
again there are, the book ends, "Ten little elephants, all in a line." It's not very
original, but the book has some use as an aid to the beginning counter.
Lisker, Sonia O. Lost. Harcourt, 1975. 74-22281. 43p. illus. $6.75.
A wordless picture book shows a small, active boy who becomes separated from
M his family while on a visit to a zoo; he discovers another lost child younger than he is,
3-5 and comforts him. Both sets of parents turn up and they all picnic together. The plot
yrs. unfolds clearly and the setting offers many appealing animal scenes to the reader, but
some pages are confusing (animals and peoples' faces loom threateningly on one
page, contiguous rather than separated) in their representation of what is in the boy's
mind. The drawings are a bit cluttered, the strong pinks and yellows obscuring the
line.
Lobel, Arnold. Owl at Home. Harper, 1975. 74-2630. 64p. illus. (I Can Read Books). Trade
ed. $2.95; Library ed. $3.79 net.
Owl is obviously an escapee from Chelm, an inspired idiot who refutes all the
R legendry about wise old owls. In five short stories, Lobel exposes the lovable silli-
1-2 ness of this bird who opens the door on an icy winter's night to let the poor, cold
* winter in; who races frantically up and downstairs trying to be both places at once;
who assures the moon, when it follows him home from the shore, that there's no need
to escort him; who is terrified by the two strange bumps in his bed (his feet). The soft
lines of the brown pictures befit the soft, brown feathers of the bird, and the pre-
school audience should enjoy them as much as the beginning independent readers
will; for both, the joy of the stories is the simple, childlike humor.
Lorenzo, Carol Lee. Heart-of-Snowbird. Harper, 1975. 74-2628. 227p. Trade ed. $5.95: Li-
brary ed. $5.79 net.
Laurel is thirteen, and she dreams of the day when she can get away from the
R southern town of Snowbird Gap. Until her friendship with Hank Bearfoot, her only
6-8 joy had been her pet opossum; Laurel knows that townspeople are prejudiced against
Hank's family, new residents of the mountain town, but she finds him gentle, forbear-
ing, and more wise than most of the people she knows. After her stepmother dies and
her sister marries, Laurel realizes that her father will not let her go-but she also has
matured enough to realize that she has some obligation to him and that she can adjust
to the narrow parameters of her life, that escape is not the only answer. Realistic,
with good characterization and dialogue, the story is smoothly written; although it
starts slowly and has little action, there are taut moments and a satisfying but open
ending.
McHargue, Georgess. Funny Bananas; The Mystery in the Museum; illus. by Heidi Palmer.
Holt, 1975. 74-17259. 79p. $5.95.
Set in the Museum of Natural History in New York, this mystery story plausibly
Ad posits a boy protagonist who tracks down a vandal the police and the museum's
4-6 security staff can't find. Ben's parents both work in the museum so he is familiar with
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back corridors and able to chase down the odd girl who carries a box of food that
looks like a book. (It might have seemed clear, from the pattern of vandalism, that
the culprit was an animal.) The setting is probably the most interesting aspect of the
book, with the barely-touched-on pleasant family relations an added appeal, but
readers will probably prefer the action, although the plot seems shallow and the
coincidence at the close (Ben, the girl, and the animal are dashing out of the museum
when they spot a thief) too pat.
Maclntyre, Elisabeth. The Purple Mouse. Nelson, 1975. 75-1318. 108p. $5.95.
Without a hearing aid, Hatty couldn't hear at all. That was the major problem. The
Ad others: Mum, working as a magazine editor since the divorce, seemed to want her
6-8 home and children as a showcase. Hatty didn't feel that she liked Mum, although she
loved her, didn't feel Mum would ever drop her facade of perfection. The purple
mouse (accidentally dropped into a beaker of experimental dye) is (like Hatty) an
outsider among his peers, but watching his courage and determination, Hatty ven-
tures to make some changes in her life and her appearance, and to speak frankly to
Mum about the things that are bothering her. Good style of writing, adequate charac-
terization and dialogue are the strengths of this book by an Australian author: the
relationships are not fully explored, however, and the ending seems a bit pat.
Manning-Sanders, Ruth. A Book of Magic Animals; illus. by Robin Jacques. Dutton, 1975.
74-28306. 127p. $5.95.
First published in England, a selection of eleven folktales from eight countries are
R illustrated by the delicate precision of Jacques' distinctive drawings. All but one of
4-6 the stories are about animals that use magical powers to intervene in the lives of
people; several are divided into sections and are actually two or three sequential
stories. Although Manning-Sanders varies her style to suit the story, she is always
fluid, colloquial and aware-as are all good storytellers-that the story is of
paramount importance and the teller only a communicator. In one tale, "Elsa and the
Bear," the bear is actually a prince under a spell, but in most of the stories the
animals-a varied lot-are truly animals and either function as helpers to human
protagonists, as in "The Little Humpbacked Horse" or love as well as help people,
as in the three-part "The Dolphin," in which the dolphin helps a princess and her
husband Peter but also weds Peter's sister. Expectably, another discriminating
Manning-Sanders anthology.
Mayer, Mercer. One Frog Too Many: by Mercer and Marianna Mayer: illus. by Mercer
Mayer. Dial, 1975. 75-6325. 26p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.39 net.
The happy foursome of A Boy, a Dog, andi a Frog (and a turtle) has its harmony
R threatened when the boy is sent a gift: another frog, a very small one. Everyone is
3-5 delighted except Frog, who glowers jealously at the intruder and makes several
yrs. attempts to get rid of it: the last attempt is successful, and they all trail home, the boy
weeping and the dog and turtle looking balefully at guilty Frog. A flying leap brings
the baby frog in the window and down on Frog's head: last picture in this wordless
picture book: little frog cuddling up to big frog. One picture seems abruptly cropped,
but the illustrations-as always in this series-tell the story very clearly, and Mayer
uses grouping of characters and facial expression with a deft comic sense.
Mazer, Norma Fox. Saturdat , the Twelfth of October. Delacorte, 1975. 75-8006. 247p. $6.95.
Zan (Alexandra) is fourteen, worried about her relationships with other people,
about the difficulty of communicating, about the fact that she is fourteen and not yet
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menstruating. When she finds her brother reading her diary to two of his friends, Zan
R flees in rage and despair to a favorite spot in a nearby park-and she wakes in another
6-8 time to find herself the strange outsider in a prehistoric community of cavedwellers.
Most of the book is devoted to a convincing and dramatic account of Zan's life with
"the People," of the tribal superstitions and living patterns, of the simple acceptance
of bodily functions, and of the warmth and loyalty of the larger family. When Zan
is-as suddenly as she left-returned to a New York park, she is stunned to find that
her months away have taken a single day, disturbed by the realization that nobody
believes any part of her story. She tries to bring into her life the simplicity and candor
she had known with the People, wistfully vows never to forget them. This, like the
Stolz title below, is an effective handling of the time-shift device; although the first
shift is abrupt, the second (back to today) successfully integrates the dual experi-
ence, and the portion of the book that describes the People has strong characteriza-
tion and story line.
Meyer, Carolyn. Rock Tumbling; by Carolyn Meyer with Jerome Wexler; photographs by
Jerome Wexler. Morrow, 1975. 74-22346. 96p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.11
net.
Logically organized and direct in its businesslike approach, this is an excellent
R how-to-do-it book for beginners. The author gives ample advice on finding or buying
5-9 stones and on the equipment needed, and the information in the step-by-step proce-
dures is very full and clear. There are tips on how to judge dealers, how to fix broken
stones, how to judge rocks in the rough, and how to test the hardness of a stone.
Meyer also gives facts about using the stones in making jewelry, with pictures that
show exactly how to "cage" a stone or make neckbands and rings out of twisted
wire. Rock tumbling is slow and noisy, but it has two great advantages as a hobby for
children: it's easy and it's inexpensive. Suggestions for sources of materials are
included in the text; an index is appended.
Morris, Christopher G., ed. Macmillan Dictionary for Children. Macmillan, 1975. 74-24661.
724p. illus. $10.95.
Although there are flaws, this is a well-constructed dictionary; the explanations of
Ad use and symbols are clear, the pages are not too crowded, definitions are clear and
3-6 usually precise. One flaw that occurs infrequently, but does occur, is the definition
that is not precise: "abortion . . The birth of a developing baby before it is old enough
to live on its own." Definitions follow the word, with phonetic spelling, plural or al-
ternate forms, and part of speech at the end of each listing. Triangular symbols are
used for homonyms ("plum . ..... another word that sounds like this is plumb")
and the compilers have been careful to include words that are used in defining other
words. The examples given occasionally are grammatically deficient: "Ted's mother
told him not to play so rough with the baby." In sum, not fault-free, not essential, but
adequate.
Naylor, Phyllis Reynolds. Witch's Sister; illus. by Gail Owens. Atheneum, 1975. 74-19268.
151p. $6.50.
Lynn becomes increasingly convinced that her older sister Judith is a witch; she
Ad tells her mother, who firmly but kindly rejects the idea; she tells her friend, who
5-6 obligingly (throughout the book) relays bits of lore from an old book of her father's.
Everything seems to add up, and Lynn is sure that her sister and an old neighbor
(also suspected of being a witch) are planning to injure her baby brother. There's
some suspense, certainly some insight into the imaginative convictions of the pre-
teenager, good parent-child relationships, and a capable writing style, but the book is
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weakened by a plethora of small coincidences: Lynn learns that a witch keeps a box
of ashes, and Judith has one that is never explained; witches bathe the children they
are about to destroy, and the neighbor dips the brother's hand in milk (explained but
too pat) and witches "hex" those who pursue them, so Lynn knows why her pots of
daisies die, why her friend becomes ill, et cetera.
Northeastern Forest Experiment Station. A Tree Hurts, Too; illus. by David M. Carroll.
Scribner, 1975. 74-14079. 2 8p. $6.95.
Carefully drawn pictures of whole trees and details of reactions to injury of tree
Ad parts have captions that show, by use of color in series of pictures, how the tissues,
6- after injury and invasion by microorganisms, are compartmentalized by chemical
barriers in the wood. The writing is dry, serious, and unornamented; although the
message of the book is the prevention and control of injury and decay, it is only in a
brisk seven-line summary that specific suggestions are made to that end. Useful for
the reader interested in botany, this is not liable to stir excitement in the general
reader.
Rabe, Berniece. Naomi. Nelson, 1975. 75-4599. 192p. $6.95.
Writing out of her own experiences, the author sets her story on a Missouri farm
R during the depression era, with superstition and religion strong influences in the lives
6-9 of her characters. Naomi, eleven, firmly believes that she will die before her four-
* teenth birthday, since other predictions made by the fortune-teller who has said so
have come true. Her mother is more concerned with the fact that Naomi can't do
household tasks properly, and the dour woman repeatedly reminds her daughter that
she must be able to get a husband, she must work to be marriageable. One local
resident, a nurse, has had more education than most of the neighbors and she helps
Naomi see that a firm purpose and schooling may help her achieve a career. By the
end of the story, Naomi is fourteen (and still alive) and has lived through several
embarrassing incidents, has learned to bear the intolerance of her stern, pious
mother, has had a boyfriend and a job. This is a discerning portrait of a young
adolescent who is beginning to come to terms with her individuality and to gain
perspective about her family; it's also a vivid portrait of a place and a time and a way
of life.
Riley, James Whitcomb. The Gobble-uns'll Git You EfYou Don't Watch Out! adapted from
"Little Orphant Annie"; illus. by Joel Schick. Lippincott, 1975. 74-23110. 32p.
$4.95.
Riley's "Little Orphant Annie", with its homespun humor and phonetic spelling of
R dialect ("Thist" for "just," or "pore" for "poor") may present some reading
3-4 difficulty for children, but reading aloud (to them or by them) can help, and it's worth
the effort to coordinate the poem and the ludicrously horrible creatures that Schick
has created. What Schick's "gobble-uns" do (in addition to being funny) is put the
poem in perspective. The tales that Annie frightens children with, reminding them to
mind parents and teachers, help the poorand needy, and dry the orphan's tear, become
tongue-in-cheek excesses that need raise no quiver of apprehension in the youthful
mind.
Steadman, Ralph. The Bridge; written and illus. by Ralph Steadman. Collins/World, 1975.
74-24652. 29p. Trade ed. $5.95. Library ed. $5.91.
Bold, primitive crayon drawings in bright colors illustrate a story with a purposeful
message: brotherhood. The message is worthy, the instrument slight, the treatment
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patterned. Two boys living in villages on either side of a river convince their fathers
M (mayors of the two villages) to build a bridge. Friendship prevails until a farmer's
3-5 prize turnip disappears; it is assumed that someone across the river is the thief, and
yrs. general hostility follows retaliation. The bridge is swathed in barbed wire, the two
boys vow to change the situation when they grow up. Punchline: a hitherto silent
donkey smiles to himself and vows to try another delicious turnip. The fantasy note,
with no preparation for it, jars, and the message of amity-through-acquaintance falls
by the wayside.
Stilley, Frank. The $100,000 Rat; and Other Animal Heroes Jfr Human Health. Putnam,
1975. 74-21076. 128p. illus. $5.95.
An overview of the ways in which animals are used in medical research and related
M experiments and of the contributions they have made to human and animal welfare
5-7 thereby. Much of the material Stilley includes is dramatic and most of it is interesting
and informative, but the book is weakened by several flaws. The writing style is florid
and at times careless in construction: "Blessed be Bunny Rabbit. Bless its big ears
and bright eyes, too. They are much more special than they seem." The headings for
the brief chapters are often uninformative and coy: "Mean, Malevolent, and Mar-
velous," or, "Guess Who." The photographs are often placed far from the text to
which they relate: a picture of a hamster is on page 53 (in a section on guinea pigs)
whereas the section on hamsters is on pages 14-20; a picture of a rabbit being
inoculated with syphilis organisms is on page 77 whereas the discussion of syphilis is
on pages 30-32 and of rabbits on pages 25-36, although both subjects are mentioned
briefly in other parts of the book. The book may appeal strongly to readers fascinated
by biomedical research but it smacks more of journalese than authoritative knowl-
edge. An index is appended.
Stolz, Mary Slattery. Cat in the Mirror. Harper, 1975. 75-6307. 199p. Trade ed. $6.50; Library
ed. $5.79.
Although Erin's unhappiness stems from other causes, she escapes, as does Zan in
R Mazer's story, reviewed above, at a moment of stress to another point in time, and
5-8 she returns to the world of today with clear memories of her other life and her other
self. Unlike Zan, who remains herself in a prehistoric world, Erin becomes Irun, a
girl in a wealthy household of ancient Egypt, and all of the major figures in her real
life are duplicated in the Egyptian sequence, even her cat. Erin's greatest problem is
her mother, who usually nags, ignores, or belittles her; her comfort comes from her
father and from the housekeeper, Flora. She has no friends, although a new class-
mate, an Egyptian boy named Seti, has been friendly. Her crisis comes when she
overhears a group of classmates talk of her with contempt during a museum visit.
Because of her acquaintance with Seti and her father's shared interest in Egyptology,
the long episode in ancient Egypt (in which Erin, as Irun, has disturbing memories of
her real life) there is logic within the fantasy. Like Mazer's Zan, Erin comes back to
find only a few hours have passed-but when she has recovered and sees Seti (the
only person who is in both sequences under the same name) he greets her softly,
"Hello, how are you, Irun?" A strong ending for a book that deals deftly with the
twin-image and time-shift devices and that depicts with percipience and honesty the
mother-daughter relationship and the pecking order within the peer group.
Taylor, Theodore. Teetoncev and Ben O'Neal; illus. by Richard Cuffari. Doubleday, 1975.
74-4875. 185p. $5.95.
The second volume of a planned trilogy, this is a sequel to Teetoticey, the story of
R a survivor of a shipwreck. The young girl who, stunned, has lost her memory is
6-8 called "Teetoncey" (small thing) by Ben O'Neal and his mother, who give her
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shelter and affection; that her real name is Wendy is learned at the very end of the
book, when she regains her faculties. Now Wendy is trying to evade the British
consul and to help Ben and his friend find the treasure she knows was aboard her
father's vessel. This has as much suspense as the first book, much more action, and
an effective evocation of time (1898) and place (the Outer Banks of North Carolina).
There is a developing affection growing between Teetoncey and Ben, a surprising
conclusion to the hunt for treasure, and a hint-as Teetoncey sails for her home in
England and Ben goes off to sea-that the two may meet again.
Thrasher, Crystal. The Dark Didn't Catch Me. Atheneum, 1975. 74-18193. 182p. $6.50.
Many men, in the years of the depression, uprooted their families to go where the
Ad jobs were; when Seely's Dad heard that there was timbering in southern Indiana, he
5-7 simply bought a house there. Mom detested it, the hills she felt were closing in on
her, the remoteness. Seely, who tells the story, sees Mom grow more bitter but she's
made friends at school and is resilient enough to escape the "dark," the shadow that
her parents and older sister feel. Even when her friend Doris' sister has a stillborn,
illegitimate child, even when a despairing neighbor commits suicide. Then her
younger brother accidentally drowns, and the dark touches her, but Seely learns that
even then life goes on. The story ends with eighth grade graduation and the family's
departure from the hills. There are descriptive passages that slow the action, but on
the whole the book gives a convincing, if often somber, view of the kind of apprehen-
sive existence led by many farm families during the hard depression years, and the
dialogue and characterization are sound.
Tobias, Tobi. Arthur Mitchell; illus. by Carole Byard. T. Y. Crowell, 1975. 74-13730. 33p.
$4.50.
Arthur Mitchell had always wanted to be a dancer, but he had not considered
R ballet until one of the founders of the New York City Ballet invited him (Mitchell had
3-5 just graduated from the High School of Performing Arts) to study at the company's
training school. Black ballet dancers were rare, but Mitchell was determined and
dedicated, and his later success was a testament to his tenacity as well as to his
ability. Known internationally as the director of the Dance Theatre of Harlem,
Mitchell now devotes his time to helping and teaching young aspirants. The author
prefaces this account with a description of Mitchell's childhood in Harlem; her
writing is direct, objective, admiring but not adulatory.
Tung, Shih-tsin. One Small Dog; illus. by Ted Lewin. Dodd, 1975. 74-25525. 160p. $4.95.
Since the author is an academician who left communisfChina, it is expectable that
Ad this story would contain much that is critical of the regime, not in specific statements
5-6 but in descriptions of programs and persons. The small dog of the title is the catalyst
for the action of the story, for Lucky is hidden by his master, a boy named Sung,
when officials proclaim the "Annihilate-the-Dogs Campaign." Sung travels with a
pig drover to Canton, using his family's last resources, so that he can take Lucky to
Hong Kong. Lucky disappears; Sung wanders the countryside looking for him, hav-
ing learned that his pet has been picked up by a circus. He's held up by a bout of
malaria, decides to go home, finds that his dog is a circus performer but realizes that
the animal is thereby protected and that he should leave him there. Sung gets home,
finds that his parents have been sent, separately, to other jobs; he travels with the
circus, misses his father in Ku-ling, misses his mother in Hankow, goes back home
and this time finds his mother. The plot is increasingly diffuse as the story progress-
es, but the book does give readers a picture of some of the changes and programs of
contemporary China. The writing style is adequate, the characterization minimal.
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Walker, Greta. Women Today; Ten Profiles. Hawthorn Books, 1975. 74-22925. 174p. illus.
$6.95.
Ten profiles in a collective biography are based on interviews and therefore have
R long comments by the subjects, who include Steinem and Friedan, an orchestra
6-10 conductor, a policewoman, an obstetrician, a television producer, an actress, a day
care center advocate, a consumer action advocate, and the New York City Commis-
sioner of Human Rights. Some of the women are black, one came from a Mormon
and several from Jewish backgrounds; in different ways many of them had experi-
enced prejudice for these reasons as well as being discriminated against because of
their sex. Each profile gives some biographical information about the subject's per-
sonal life and her career experiences; all of them include some discussion of the
subject as a woman. The writing style is competent, the material varied. A list of
suggested additional readings and an index are appended.
Warren, Ruth. A Pictorial History of Women in America. Crown, 1975. 74-83212. 22 8p. illus.
$7.95.
Although the book is profusely illustrated with print reproductions and photo-
R graphs, it is not a picture history but an extensive survey of the role of women and
7- the contributions of individual women to all aspects of life in the United States, from
colonial times to today. Despite the recurrent note of fulsome praise, the book
provides varied and interesting information about well-known and lesser-known
women in all fields, with emphasis on those who participated in the battle for the
vote. A lengthy bibliography and a full index add to reference use.
Warrick, Patricia, ed. The New Awareness; Religion Through Science Fiction; ed. by Pat-
ricia Warrick and Martin H. Greenberg. Delacorte, 1975. 74-22631. 480p. $7.95.
In the belief that an increasing knowledge about the universe has led to a new
R awareness, to self-understanding by individuals and new levels of spiritual insight,
8- the compilers of this interesting anthology have chosen stories that illustrate (and
each story is so heralded in the table of contents) such facets as moral behavior, the
need to believe, the problem of good and evil, the power of the religious vision,
religious institutions of the past and future, et cetera. Some of the selections are
familiar anthology inclusions like Walter Miller's "A Canticle for Leibowitz" or
Arthur Clarke's "The Nine Billion Names of God," and others are less well known.
A few of the selections are pedestrian in style or weakly structured, but most of them
are written with skill and insight, and a few are brilliant.
Wise, William. Monsters o'fthe Deep; illus. by Ben F. Stahl. Putnam, 1975. 72-97316. 63p.
$4.49.
A catalogue of some of the dangerous creatures of the deeps, with a few (the
Ad dolphin, the coelacanth, the whale shark) that do not attack people. Each page that
3-5 carries text, never a full page, has a black and white drawing; facing each is a
full-page picture, black and deep blue-green, that effectively conveys the massive
and often menacing quality of the giant squid, or poisonous stonefish, or Portuguese
man-of-war. The subject is intriguing; the writing, although rather staccato, is direct
and simple. A glossary and a list of aquariums are appended.
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